Abstract-The Pareto optimal solutions to a multiobjective optimization problem often distribute very regularly in both the decision space and the objective space. Most existing evolutionary algorithms do not explicitly take advantage of such a regularity. This paper proposed a model-based evolutionary algorithm (M-MOEA) for bi-objective optimization problems. Inspired by the ideas from estimation of distribution algorithms, M-MOEA uses a probability model to capture the regularity of the distribution of the Pareto optimal solutions. The Local Principal Component Analysis(Local PCA) and the least-squares method are employed for building the model. New solutions are sampled from the model thus built. At alternate generations, M-MOEA uses crossover and mutation to produce new solutions. The selection in M-MOEA is the same as in Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II(NSGA-II). Therefore, MOEA can be regarded as a combination of EDA and NSGA-II. The preliminary experimental results show that M-MOEA performs better than NSGA-II.
Introduction
Many engineering areas involve the following multiobjective optimization problem: min F(x) = ( fi (x) fm(x) ) where x -(Xi,... ,xn)T E R' is the decision variable vector. Q C R" is the decision space, fi(x) (i = 1, 2, ... , m) are the objective functions to be minimized.
Generally there is no solution which can minimize every fi simultaneously. In multi-objective optimization, the componentwise order is used in ranking the solutions. Let a = (a1,... ,am), b = (bi,... , bm) E Rm be two vectors, a is said to dominate b, denoted by a -< b, if ai < bi for all i = 1,. ... ,rn but a =A b. A solution x* E Q is called (globally) Pareto optimal if there is no x E Q such that F(x) -< F(x*). The set of all the Pareto optimal solutions, denoted by Q*, is called the Pareto optimal set. The set of all the Pareto optimal objective vectors, PF = {y E RmIy = F(x), x E Q*}, is called the Pareto front. Multi-objective optimization algorithms aim to find an approximation of the Pareto optimal set and/or the Pareto front.
Since the publication of Schaffer's seminal work [1] , a number of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms(MOEA) have been developed [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . In MOEAs, multiple individuals search for multiple solutions in a collaborative way and can produce a set of nearly Pareto optimal solutions in a single run. Most MOEAs focus on the Pareto front and try to find a set of solutions that are as close to the Pareto front as possible and as diverse as possible. The approximation of the Pareto optimal set has not been explicitly addressed in these algorithms. Their solutions are often poor in terms of closeness to the Pareto optimal set and uniformity in the decision space. As argued in [7, 8] , the Pareto optimal solutions often distribute so regularly in the decision that they can be described by (piecewise) continuous surfaces (curves in the case of bi-objective optimization). In fact, it has been found that the Pareto optimal sets can be defined as linear or piecewise functions for most widely-used test problems of multi-objective optimization in the evolutionary computation community [8] . Most MOEAs ignore such a regularity.
Estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) are a new computing paradigm in evolutionary computation. There is no crossover or mutation in EDAs. Instead, they explicitly extract global statistical information from the selected solutions and build a posterior probability distribution model of promising solutions, based on the extracted information. New solutions are sampled from the model thus built and fully or in part replace the old population. Several EDAs have been developed for multi-objective optimization problems [9, 10, 11] . However, these EDAs do not take the regularity into consideration in building probability models. Note that probability modelling techniques under regularity have been widely investigated in the area of statistical learning, it is very suitable to take the advantage of the regularity in the design of EDAs for MOP. Compared with traditional evolutionary algorithms, EDAs mainly rely on global statistical information collected from the previous search for guiding their further search. The information about the locations of the solutions found so far is not directly used in the search. Recently, combinations of traditional GAs and EDAs have been proposed for solving single objective optimization problems [12, 13, 14] .
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As one of the first attempts to capture and utilize the regularity of the distribution of Pareto solutions in the decision space, Voronoi-based Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (VEDA) for MOP has been proposed in [15] * The selection method is the same as in NSGA-II [6] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. M-MOEA is described in detail in the next section. The experimental results are shown in Section 3 to compare the performance of M-MOEA and NSGA-II. The final section outlines the conclusions and further research topics.
Algorithm 2.1 The Framework
The proposed M-MOEA is for solving the bi-objective optimization problem (Problem (1) with m = 2). It maintains a population of candidate solutions P(t) at generation t. GA offspring generators (i.e., crossover and mutation) and an EDA method are used for generating new solutions at alternate generations. The next generation is selected from the new solutions and the current population. The structure of M-MOEA is shown in Figure 1 . 
Initialization
N solutions are sampled from the decision space randomly and uniformly to constitute P(0).
Crossover and Mutation
Recent studies show that EDAs alone cannot solve some hard problems very well, since EDAs do not utilize the location information of the best solutions found so far, the solutions generated by EDAs can be far away from the best solutions found so far, particulary in the early stage of the search. The combination of EDAs and traditional GAs has proved an efficient way for solving hard problems [12, 13, 14] .
In
Step 2 of M-MOEA, if t%i == 0, we perform crossover and mutation on P(t) to create N new solutions to form P8(t). The crossover and mutation operators used are the same as in NSGA-II [6] .
EDA Method for Generating Offspring
The proposed EDA method for generating offspring estimates the shape of Pareto optimal set from the current population and then uses this estimation to guide the further search. It first partitions P(t) into several subsets. Then a probability model is built for each subset for estimating the distribution of its solutions. These models are repeatedly sampled to generate new solutions.
Probability Model
If fi and f2 are continuous, Pareto optimal set of a biobjective optimization problem is very likely to be a continuous curve or several continuous curves. After a few gener-2569 Algorithm(M-MOEA)
Step 0 Initialization: Set t = 0 and initialize P(t).
Step 1 Reproduction:
If t%2 == 0, perforn crossover and mutation on P(t) to generate a set of new solutions, Ps (t). Else use the EDA method to generate Ps (t).
Step 2 Selection: Select P(t + 1) from P5(t) U P(t).
Step 3 Stopping Condition: If the stopping condition is met, stop; otherwise, set t = t + 1 and go to Step 1. ations, the population in an EA for such a problem should be distributed around these curves in the decision space. For this reason, M-MOEA assumes that the population P(t) can be partitioned into several clusters. The points in each cluster distribute around a bounded continuous curve. More precisely, the points in a cluster can be regarded as independent observations of the following n-D random vector:
where 6, is uniformly distributed along a continuous curve and 62 is a random noise vector. The underlying curve for £, is called the centroid curve of ( in this paper. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that 61 and 62 are independent of each other, and 62 obeys a normal distribution.
Partition
The Local PCA algorithm [16] is used in the proposed EDA method for partitioning P(t) into K disjoint clusters SI, . .., SK (where K is a user-specified algorithmic parameter in the local PCA algorithm).
Suppose Sk contain Nk points xk 1,.. , Nk, the mean of Sk is:
and the covariance matrix of the points in Sk is Lk be the line passing through the point xk in the direction of Vk,1, the partition of P(t) by the Local PCA algorithm minimizes the squared reconstruction distance:
where d(xki, Lk) is the shortest Euclidean distance from xk,i to the curve Lk. Compared with the widely-used K-means clustering, the Local PCA algorithm is advantageous for dealing with the data whose distribution can be approximately modelled by (2) . The details of the local PCA algorithm can be found in [16] .
To model the distribution of the underlying random vector (k for Sk, the scalar projection of x k,i -k along the first principal component Vk,1 is computed: 
Sampling
After establishing the probability models for all the clusters S1, . . ., SK, we sample from these models for generating new solutions to form P8 (t). For Note that the range of the random variable (k,1 is larger than that of the scalar projections 0k,i, i = 1, 2, .. ., Nk in the models. Therefore, the algorithm is able to explore new areas in the decision space. This exploration is guided by the models. On the other hand, the new solutions sampled are distributed around the centroid curves (or lines). In such a way, the algorithm intensifies its search in the promising areas.
Selection
The selection operator is the same as in NSGA-II. The details of the selection operator can be found in [6] .
Experimental Results
We compare the performances of M-MOEA and NSGA-II experimentally on a set of test problems.
Test Problems
The following test problems are used in our experimental studies.
Test Problem 1 (ZDT1. This problem is a modified version of ZDT2 [17] .
Pareto optimal set of original ZDT2 is C(SI, S2) is not necessarily equal to 1 -C(S2, Si). If C(S1, S2) is large and 0(S2, S1) is small, then Si are better than S2 in a sense.
The second index is Generational Distance(GD) [19] , which is defined as follows'
GD(S1, S2) measures the distance from SI to S2. Generally, GD(S1, S2) 7& GD(S2, S1). If Q = {xl, . . ., x l} c Q* and its corresponding F-vectors F(xi),...,F(xj)
are uniformly distributed along the Pareto front PF, then GD(S1, Q) can measure the closeness of Si to Q* while GD(Q, Sj) measures the spread of Si to a certain degree.
Experimental Setup
The number of decision variables in all the test problem is 10. The setting of the algorithmic parameter values in M-MOEA and NSGA-II is given in Table 1 .
IThe definition is little different from the original one:GD(Sl, S2) = The stopping condition for both algorithms: The algorithms stop after a given number of evaluations of the objective function F(x).
Results
In order to compare the average behaviors of M-MOEA and NSGA-IJ, 20 independent comparisons have been performed between these two algorithms for each test problem. In each comparison, two algorithms start with the same initial population that are randomly generated, GD(P, Q) and GD(Q, P) at each generation are computed and recorded for each algorithm, where Q is set as in Section 3.2 and its size is 1000, P is the current population. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the average GD(P, Q) and GD(Q, P) of 20 runs with the number of F-function evaluations in both M-MOEA and NSGA-II for ZDT2.2.
Clearly, GD(P, Q) and GD(Q, P) are smaller in M-MOEA than in NSGA-II after 1,000 F-function evaluations. Therefore, we can conclude that M-MOEA performs better than NSGA-II in terms of the quality of the solutions in the long term, although NSGA-II outperforms M-MOEA in the early generations.
Let Pareto front is also a challenging research topic.
